
Welcome to our apartment in Denia

Grimur Þór Valdimarsson                 Kristín Jónsdóttir
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CARRER ASSAGADOR DE LA MARJAL S/N
Urbanization EL PALMERAL

ESC B PTA 6
03700 DENIA (Provincia Alicante), Spain

Coordinates: 38.851317.0.088343

Car parking box number 8

May 14th 2022



About us…
• We are a retired couple, Icelandic biologists, living in Reykjavik Iceland after 

having worked at the UN FAO in Rome for 13 years. We decided early on that we 
could not let go of the Mediterranean, so we bought this apartment after 
retiring to Iceland. We have three grown-up children who have given us 9 
grandchildren and three great grandchildren. So, a big family is using the 
apartment from time to time, enjoying the fabulous weather, the excellent 
cuisine as well as having company with the rich Spanish cultural heritage. We 
are all in one way or the other studying the Spanish language.

• So, we decided to give others the chance to share this apartment to cover some 
of the costs. You are free to use the facilities. We have kept our private storing 
spaces to the minimum so feel free to make use of the empty drawers and 
cupboards.

• Please read this guide to the apartment and please write in our Guestbook, 
something we value very much. Also, if you have some queries, questions, or 
suggestions you can contact us at: +354 6161653 or through 
email: grimur.valdimarsson@me.com. Our newest communication tool is also 
WhatsApp.

• With kind regards, Grimur and Kristin.
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Aerial map from Google Maps…
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Restaurants and 
shops

The apartment



Safety first! 
Police, ambulance, fire brigade: 112
The Administrator for the building (as of April 2022=: Administrator: MARTA 
JORRO   CONNECTA ADMINISTRACIÓN S.L.
info@connectaadministracion.com – Telf. 698 929 978

Denia Hospital: 
Hnit: 38.833821, 0.060903
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Fire extinguisher outside the apartment
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WiFi internet 

Internet name: Denia WiFi Grimur
Webkey (Network key): 51138745
Net provider: PCStar
Paeso Saladar 1, 03700 Denia
Telephone: +34 608 075 896
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The TV remote
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This button is for selecting input
for the TV

Live TV: TV parabola for numerous
Spanish stations

On this TV you can project any 
media from your mobile phone 
to the screen. 



Tap water…
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The water heater is in a cupboard beside the toilet entrance 
and needs to be plugged in. 

Behind the door to the toilet close to the 
entrance the tap to the right is for closing all 
water supply to the apartment (A for open, C for closed)



Electricity fuses and air conditioning…
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MAIN SWITCH

Behind the entrance
door

In living room: Please use the
Air conditioning prudently with 
With closed windows and doors.
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It can get very windy in Denia, very 
swiftly, so when leaving for the day, pull
In the sun-tent and fasten the line securely.

The terrace lights are plugged in behind the sofa.
Please unplug for the night and PLEASE DON’T USE
WHEN THERE IS HEAVY RAIN. 



The pool and the garden..
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INTERNAL REGULATIONS OF THE COMMUNITY EL PALMERAL 
1o- The volume of all appliances such as radios, TV sets, cleaning appliances must be turned down from 12 p.m. 
midnight onwards so that only the person using them can hear them. 
2o.- It is forbidden to use the swimming pool without having taken a shower first. No soap to be used in the pool 
shower. It is also forbidden to jump into the pool fully dressed.
Do not throw any objects such as lilos, balls, rafts, flippers, goggles, stones, grass etc. into the swimming pool. 
The timetab1e to use the pool is from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Please follow it so that nobody can be disturbed.
Children under the age of 10 must be accompanied to the pool by an adult 
3°.- All pets must be kept under control all times to prevent them from relieving themselves in the communal areas. 
Dogs must be kept on a lead and wear a muzzle (if this is required by law) when taking them for a walk within the 
boundaries of the urbanization. No pets are allowed in the garden and pool areas. Please refrain from feeding stray 
animals or encourage them to linger on the estate. 
4°.- The following activities are forbidden: 
•- Playing with garden hoses. 
•- Riding a bike around the garden and the swimming pool. 
•- Playing football on the lawn. 
•- Putting up sunshade on the lawn. 
•- Leaving any type of boat or windsurf board in garden. 
•- Using any of the walls on the development to play ball against. 
•5°.- Please keep the urbanization clean. Use the wastepaper baskets. 
•6°.- Respect the communal areas. Any damage done to the communal property must be paid for by the person/s who 
have caused it. 
•7°.- It is forbidden to play and make noise during the "siesta time", that is, between 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
•8°.- Parking is allowed only in the parking areas. 
•9°.- It is forbidden to park bicycles and prams or store surfboards in the entrances and corridors of the blocks of the 
apartments. 
•10°.- Owners who have plants on their terraces must be extremely careful when cleaning them so that no water drops 
down onto the terrace below them, especially when the apartments are occupied. 
•11°.- Gates must be always locked. 
•12°.- The present rules and regulations must be abided by all owners as well as their tenants and visitors. 



Garbage disposal: Four containers by the main street
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Glass only Containers, aluminium, 
Cardboard, paper, plastic

Paper

All other rubbish including organic kitchen 
waste, clothes etc. 



Bicycles

At the end of our parking lot (number 8) we keep two 
bicycles that you are free to use. The combination 
padlock opens on:  2003. Helmets and a pump are kept 
in one of the wardrobes. Using the bikes is at your own 
risk as they are not professionally maintained!  
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